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Google sheets help

Lifewire uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Lifewire, you accept our use of cookies. The syntax is =if(test, then_true, otherwise_value). There are three arguments in the Google Sheets If function: Test, Then_true, and Otherwise-Value.In Google Sheets, the If( ) statement is entered by typing in a cell; a hint
box seems to help. As with Excel's If( ) function, the If () function in Google Sheets facilitates branched decision-making within a worksheet. Here's how to use the Google Sheets If feature ( ). The If( ) function checks whether a given condition in a cell is true or false. If the condition is true, the function will perform an operation. If the
condition is false, the function will perform a different operation. The initial test true or false, as well as follow-up operations, are set with function arguments. Nest If( ) to test different conditions and perform different operations depending on the outcome of the tests. The syntax of a function refers to the format in which the function is to be
declared. Includes the function name, square brackets, comma separators, and arguments. The syntax of the If( ) function is: =if(test, then_true, The three arguments of the function are: Test: a value or expression tested to see if it is true or falseThen_true: the operation performed if the test is trueOtherwise_value: the operation
performed if the test is false The otherwise_value argument is optional , but you must specify the first two arguments for the correct application of the function. In line 3, if() returns several results such as: =i This example: Check if the value in cell A2 is 200 (the test argument)In that case, the function displays the value 1 in cell B3 (the
then_true)If A1 is not equal to 200, the function displays the value 2 in cell B3 (the optional otherwise_value argument) If you refuse to enter an argument otherwise_value , Google Sheets returns the logical value false. Unlike Excel, Google Sheets doesn't use dialog boxes for function topics. Instead, it has an automatic hint box that
appears when you type the function name in a cell. To enter the function: Click cell B3 to make the cell active. Type the equal sign ( = ) followed by the if function name. When you type, the auto-suggest box appears with function names beginning with the letter I. When IF appears in the box, click it to enter the function name and open the
parenthesis or round parenthesis in cell B3. Click cell A2 on the worksheet to enter the cell reference. After the cell reference, type the equal symbol (=) followed by the number 200. Enter a comma to complete the topic Test. Type 2 followed by a comma to enter this number as then_true argument. Type 1 to enter this number as
otherwise_value topic. Do not enter a comma. Press Enter to insert a closing parenthesis and to complete the function. Le Le 1 should appear in cell B3, since the value in A2 is not equal to 200. If you click cell B3, the full function appears in the formula bar above the worksheet. Sheets is Google's answer to excel's domain in the
spreadsheet game. Therefore, it packs in many of the affordable features that you'll have to overcome throughout the day. A vital feature is the ability to navigate your data and make sense of everything. Here's how to order in Google Sheets to save time. See also: 10 best office apps for Android to do the job! One of the most common
uses for a spreadsheet is to keep track of your contact list, so that's how we'll structure this example. Sorting your contacts is one of the easiest ways to literacy in Google Sheets, so leave your spreadsheet behind. The process is the same if you are looking to sort by date even in Google Sheets. See also: How to use Google Drive:
Everything you need to knowHow to order in Google Sheets:1. Before you can dig into the sort order, you'll need to decide what data is important. Start by selecting all the rows and columns that you plan to use.2. Go to the Data tab, which is between Format and Tools. This is where you'll handle sorting, whether you choose to sort
Google sheets by column or otherwise.3. Scroll down to the Sort Range option. This should open a menu box. If the data has a header row, select the check box. In our case, we chose not to highlight the header row.4. The line that indicates Sort by is the opportunity to decide how to organize data. Since we are using a contact list, we will
sort the example by last name (column B). Open the drop-down list to select the column, and then choose between the A → Z or Z → A buttons, and then click Sort.You should now see all contacts that are alphabetically organized by last name. Quick sorting of Google sheets can help you save a lot of time searching for a specific contact!
Learning to filter into Google Sheets is a bit more complex, so check early for a guide to help. See also: 10 best Excel apps and spreadsheet apps for Android! Tagged: DealsGoogle Drive You're probably familiar with the basics of Google Sheets, but Google's spreadsheet offering boasts plenty of features that aren't obvious at first
glance. Here are some of our favorites. Of course, you're probably already familiar with some basic formulas, such as SUM and AVERAGE. And chances are you've learned the toolbar pretty well, but it's pretty amazing how deep everything is. I love spreadsheets, but even today I'm discovering new tricks within Google Sheets. Import
data tables This looks super boring, but it's actually Clean. If a Web site has a table or list of information that you want to track, you can use the ImportHTML function to essentially scrape that data and paste it into a spreadsheet. From there, the data automatically updates each time you open the spreadsheet (if you have made changes to
the original table, of The function would look like this: =ImportHTML(URL, table, 0) The URL is the Web page where the data is located, table is how the data is displayed on the Web page (you can also use lists if it is a list), and 0 represents the table you want to import if there are multiple tables on the Web page (0 is the first) , 1 is the
second, and so on). An example of this would be to keep track of sports statistics for a fantasy league. You can import various statistics from a site like Baseball Reference into a spreadsheet. Of course, you could just bookmark the site, but with ImportHTML, you can customize things like exactly what statistics appear (adding Col1, Col4,
etc. after 0), as well as retrieving data from other tables on a different web page and making everything appear in one spreadsheet. RELATED: 10 tips and tricks for Google Docs reference data from other spreadsheets If you have multiple spreadsheets (or multiple sheets within a spreadsheet) that all relate to each other in some way,
you may find yourself going back and forth often between them. There's a way to make this a little easier. You can reference cells from other sheets (or from another spreadsheet entirely). For example, suppose you keep track of everything you spend on spending on a sheet, and that the sheet also contains a total amount spent for the
month. And, let's say you have another sheet that gives you a summary of what you spend each month in various categories. In the summary sheet, you can refer to that food sheet and the specific cell that contains the total. Each time you update the original sheet, the value in the summary sheet is automatically updated. The function
would look like this: =sheet1! B5 Sheet1 is the name of the sheet with the data you want to reference, and B5 is the cell that you want to reference. The exclamation mark goes in the middle. If you want to reference data from a completely different spreadsheet, use the IMPORTRANGE function, as follows: =IMPORTRANGE(URL, sheet1!
B5) The URL is the link to the other spreadsheet. This linked the spreadsheet cell to the cell where you enter the previous formula. Each time the cell is updated with a different value, the other cell is updated along with it. As the function name suggests, you can also refer to a range of cells, such as B5:C10. Conditional formatting This
feature is a bit better known than some of the others I mentioned, but I feel that it's still not as popular as it should be. Conditional formatting allows you to change the appearance of a cell based on the data in the cell. you can access the feature by clicking format toolbar, and then select the Conditional Formatting command. In the pane
that opens on the right, you can set parameters. For example, you can make a cell (or cells) green if the number they contain is greater than zero. there is also the if function which is not technically part of the conditional formatting function but but can lead to the next level in a way. This adds a certain value to a separate cell whenever the
value in the active cell is a particular number: =IF(B4&gt;=63,35,0) In this example, if cell B4 is 63 or higher, you can automatically create the value 35 of the current cell. And then show a 0 in case of no. Of course, this is just one example, as there is so much more you can do with it. RELATED: How to highlight a row in Excel by using
conditional formatting embed spreadsheets on a website If you've created a schedule or list in Google sheets that you want to share with others, you can share the actual document with them by emailing them to view it. However, if you need to integrate it with other information that is on your blog or website, you can actually embed
spreadsheets in the web pages. All you need to do is go to File &gt; Publish to web. From there, click the Embed tab, and then choose whether to publish the entire spreadsheet or just a specific sheet. After that, just copy and paste the iFrame code into the web page. Play with scripts For everything Google Sheets can't do out of the box,
there's usually a Google Apps script that you can use along with your spreadsheet to make pretty much anything happen. We've already talked about Google Apps scripts, and there's a lot you can do with this type of feature. To explore the available add-ins, see Tools &gt; Add-ins, or write your own scripts by selecting the Script Editor
from the Tools menu. For example, I have a custom script that allows me to press a single button to instantly add specific values to existing values in a handful of cells. You can't do this with Google Sheets out of the box, so having the script editor here gives Google Sheets a good dose of steroids. Steroids.
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